
Your baby has a small and tender 
stomach that only need mother’s 
breast milk. Sometimes, your baby 
cries because he/she wants to 
be held close. Keep your baby in 
close contact with your skin. While 
breastfeeding, smile, talk and look 
into your baby’s eyes, but don’t rock 
him/her while feeding.

Feeding, playing and communicating with children helps them to grow and develop physically and intellectually 

B
irth to 6 m

onths:  
Early and exclusive breastfeeding

Put your baby to your breast immediately 
after birth, definitely within 1 hour. This 
helps in establishing lactation and bonding

Mother’s first yellow milk protects 
the baby

Consult the ANM, ASHA and AWW worker of 
your area in case you have any problem in 
breastfeeding your baby

Your baby should 
be breastfed on 
demand both 
during the day and 
night. Frequent 
feeding increases 
breast milk flow.

Breast milk provides all nutrients and 
contains sufficient water. Do not give your 
baby anything else to eat or drink, not even 
honey or water in the first 6 months

Breastfeeding improves intelligence

 Even in your baby’s illness, continue to 
breastfeed till 6 months

 After 6 months, your baby requires small 
frequent meals, along with breast milk and 
other liquids during illness

   



 Wash your hands with soap and water 
before preparing food and feeding the 
baby.

 If feeding eggs, ensure they are well-
cooked

 Thoroughly rinse raw fruits and vegetables 
under running water before cooking

 Cook thoroughly, use safe water, discard 
all leftovers on children’s plates and do not 
save them for later

 Use only iodized salt for cooking; iodine 
improves intellect

 Give iron drops/syrup to maintain the 
body’s iron store for improving intelligence 
and physical strength

Talk, smile and be patient to encourage the child to eat

6 m
onths to 2 years:  

C
ontinue frequent on dem

and breastfeeding 
until 2 years and beyond. A

lso introduce 
soft foods

 Continue breastfeeding
 On completion of 6 months, start 

feeding baby with 2–3 table spoons 
of soft, well-mashed foods  
2–3 times a day 

 Introduce one food at a time, such 
as a small amount of vegetables, 
followed by fruits, dal and cereals  

 Increase amount of the feed slowly
 Give iron drops/syrup to maintain 

the body’s iron store for improving 
intelligence and physical strength

 Continue breastfeeding
 Change consistency to lumpy feeds given 

3–4 times a day
 Feed 2–3 times and 1–2 snacks
 Increase quantity and diversity of the 

feeds
 Introduce one new food at a time such as 

khichri, dalia 
 Include at least 4 food groups such as:  

1) cereals, 2) green vegetables and fruits, 
3) oil, ghee; 4) mashed dal/fish/egg (only 
hard-boiled)

 Give iron drops/syrup to maintain the 
body’s iron store for improving intelligence 
and physical strength

 Continue breastfeeding
 After 9 months, feed at least half katori of 

food that requires chewing 
3–4 times a day

 After 12 months, introduce family foods, give 
3/4th–1 katori, 3–4 times each day along with 
1–2 snacks

 Give finely chopped foods that baby can pick 
up using thumb and fingers. Allow children to 
eat with own hands, even if they mess up

 Give Vitamin A syrup for improving eyesight
 Give iron drops/syrup to maintain the body’s 

iron store for improving intelligence and 
physical strength

6 months 6–9 months 9–12 months General tips:



What most babies do Parenting tips

Raise head at times, when on 
tummy

By 2–3 m
onths

 Massage gently, stretch and exercise arms and legs of 
babies

 Encourage babies to lie on tummy for some time every day

 Cuddle and play with 
babies daily. Cuddling or 
quickly responding to each 
cry does not spoil babies

 Talk to babies in your 
mother tongue daily

 Hang colourful moving 
objects 30cm (1 foot) 
away, for babies to focus 
on and follow

 Avoid use of digital media 
in children younger than  
24 months

 Begin to recognize the mother’s face 
 Develop social smile
 Make eye contact

 Move both arms and both legs, when excited
 Keep hands open and relaxed 

ANM please examine and mark  or  on the card as per the age of the child  



Contact ANM/AWW/health care provider immediately if you see any one of these “Warning” signs

A
t 3 m

onths

No social smile
Does not make any eye 
contact when being fed, 
cuddled or spoken to

Head pushed 
back, with stiff 
arms and legs

Persistently hold 
thumb inside the 
palm, with hands 
kept open or fisted

Persistent squinting 
after 2 months

Does not startle/ 
wake up/ cry 
in response to 
sudden loud sound



ah ee  
oo

What most babies do Parenting tips

Put interesting things on 
the floor for babies to 
reach out and explore 

Communicate with 
babies; imitate their 
sounds and praise 
them when they 
imitate yours



 Keep head steady when held upright 
and can sit with support

 Turn head towards direction of sound

 Begin to babble “ah, ee, oo” other than 
when crying 

 Like to look at self in a mirror

 Attempt to 
reach and 
grasp an object 

 Laugh aloud or 
make squealing 
sounds

 Take children outdoors, 
and introduce them to the 
outside world

 Children suck on their 
fingers and thumb for 
comfort. It is not a cause 
for concern. Do not stop 
this at an early age

By 4–6 m
onths

ANM please examine and mark  or  on the card as per the age of the child  



ANM please examine and mark  or  on the card as per the age of the child  

Contact ANM/AWW/health care provider immediately if you see any one of these “Warning” signs

At 6 m
onths

Lacks head control Cannot sit up even 
with help

Does not 
vocalize by 
making different 
sounds such as 
“ah”, “eh”, “oo”

Head and eyes do not 
move to follow/track a 
moving object 

Unable to raise head 
when on tummy

Does not grasp 
things within reach



What most babies do Parenting tips

Roll over in both directions

Let children drop, 
bang and throw things 
repeatedly. Respond to 
the noise that children 
make in a gentle and 
patient manner 

Give children clean, safe 
household utensils to play  
and explore

Play games like peek-a-boo.
Hide the children’s favourite 
toys under a cloth or box. See 
if children can find it

 Grasp a toy by 
using all fingers 

 Turn head to 
visually follow 
familiar faces or 
toys

 Look for toys 
that have 
been hidden 
in front of 
them

 Respond to 
name being 
called  

By 7–9 m
onths

ANM please examine and mark  or  on the card as per the age of the child  



Contact ANM/AWW/health care provider immediately if you see any one of these “Warning” signs

At 9 m
onths

Cannot roll over Needs support to sit

Does not utter pa.. pa..pa, ma.. 
ma, ba.. ba..ba, etc 

Does not turn 
towards a sound
(out of sight)

Tilts head always to one side each 
time when looking at objects 



What most babies do Parenting tips

Place a toy slightly out 
of reach to encourage 
standing and walking 
while using support

While exploring, babies 
might hurt others 
accidentally. Show them 
how to touch gently. Do not 
shout at them

Tell your babies stories and 
read picture books aloud. 
Show and name things in their 
environment  

Crawl to get desired toys without 
bumping into any objects  

 Sit without support 
and reach for toys 
without falling

 Raise arms to be 
picked up  

 Use one or two commonwords in mother 
tongue

 Respond to simple requests like “no/ come 
here”

No!

By 10–12 m
onths

ANM please examine and mark  or  on the card as per the age of the child  



Contact ANM/AWW/health care provider immediately if you see any one of these “Warning” signs

At 12 m
onths

Cannot pick small 
objects with finger 
and thumb 

Does not stretch 
hands to be picked up 

Does not search for half hidden toys that the child 
sees you hide

Does not respond to 
own name 

Does not play social games like  
peek-a-boo (jhalak/ anakh-michauli) 

Bittoo



What most babies do Parenting tips

Provide push toy for babies 
to learn walking

Give some fruits, toys, etc. to 
children. Ask them to identify the 
objects, put them in and take them 
out of containers

Ask your children simple 
questions. Encourage them 
to talk 

Put pebbles/
small objects in 
a container

Name and identify common objects and 
their pictures in a book   

 Stand and take 
several independent 
steps

 Use a variety of 
familiar gestures like 
waving, clapping, etc.   

By 18 m
onths

ANM please examine and mark  or  on the card as per the age of the child  



Contact ANM/AWW/health care provider immediately if you see any one of these “Warning” signs

At 18 m
onths

Cannot stand on 
his/her own without 
support 

Cannot put small 
objects in a 
container

Does not respond to 
mother’s gestures and 
seems to be in his/her 
own world 

Does not use both hands 
for everyday activities 
(shows preference for 
one hand)

Does not say single 
words like “mama” or 
“dada”

Does not point 
finger at an object 
when named 

Babli, point 
out where is
your toy

Amma,
papa, dada



What most babies do Parenting tips

Walk steadily, 
even while pulling 
a toy

Provide opportunities for 
children to walk, run and 
climb in safe environments 

Allow children to imitate 
you and master their 
skills. Be patient with 
them if they make a mess

 Encourage children to follow a 
daily routine such as sleeping 
and waking up at a fixed time 

 Read aloud to children, often 
repeating stories. Provide 
books and paper, chalk, 
colours, etc. for scribbling

Imitate 
household 
chores   

Correctly point out and name one or more body parts 
in person or in books

By 24 m
onths

ANM please examine and mark  or  on the card as per the age of the child  



Contact ANM/AWW/health care provider immediately if you see any one of these “Warning” signs

At 24 m
onths

Does not walk 
steadily while pulling 
a toy

Cannot scribble

Does not make 
appropriate response 
to gestures such as 
responding to bye-bye/ 
namaste 

Does not point to 
body parts 

Does not seem to 
understand and follow 
simple instructions

Does not use two word 
phrases such as “give 
milk”

Bye-bye Bittoo, give  
me the block

Pinky, show  
me your nose

Give milk,  
amma come…



What most babies do Parenting tips

Climb up and 
down the stairs

Play outdoor games with your children which 
require movement and physical activity 

Allow children to use their hands and fingers in 
different ways to improve their skills

Give variety of 
materials (including 
blocks, puzzles, 
rings, etc.) to 
children

Drink from a cup 
without spilling

Cat Dog 
Bird

 Name most familiar things consistently. 
Identify colours, shapes, etc.

 Make a sentence by joining 3 or more words

By 3 years

ANM please examine and mark  or  on the card as per the age of the child  



Contact ANM/AWW/health care provider immediately if you see any one of these “Warning” signs

At 3 years

Has trouble climbing 
up and climbing down 
stairs

Cannot eat without 
help

Does not play “Pretend” 
games

Continuous drooling/ 
unclear speech

Does not speak in 
simple and three word 
sentences such as 
“mummy give milk”

Does not communicate 
meaningfully and 
frequently repeats others’ 
speech 

Babloo, let’s
feed the baby

Mummy 
give milk

What is
your name? Your

name


